Quarry as Fence Quarry Colors
Tan &
Brown

Concrete fencing gains in popularity
annually. It’s attractive, adds privacy and will
last a lifetime. Columns can be added to Quarry fences to enhance strength and appearance.
Once you have installed a Quarry Stone Fence
either around your porch or entire back yard,
you will be thrilled that it requires no maintenance (neither painting nor replacing boards)
to remain beautiful.
When used to build fences, the 4” tall
Quarry Stone covers .39 square feet; 2.5 units
complete one square foot.

...as retaining wall

The Quarry Stone can be used to build
retaining walls, as long as the overall height
does not exceed two feet. “Wall batter,” (angling the wall into the slope by placing each
row 1/2 inch further back than the row underneath) is necessary to stabilize any retaining wall. As the Quarry Stone is rectangular
rather than trapezoidal, the wall
will benefit from using exterior
grade construction glue in-between courses. The square
foot coverage is the same
as it is for fencing.
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By taking our 4” x 8” x 16” Concrete
Solid, adding color & tumbling it, we created
a rustic look that is sure to remind you of the
stone fences in early America and Europe.
This “antiqued” block has endless applications. The Quarry Stone builds beautiful
retaining walls, majestic stone fences with
columns, rustic patios and paths, rugged
planters, authentic edging or just about anything you can think of - Quarry Stone does it
beautifully.
The dimensions of this stone are 4”
tall by 8” wide by 16” long. (As it is a modular
unit, the actual dimensions are 3 5/8” by 7
5/8” by 15 5/8”.) Quarry Stone has the appearance of natural stone minus the hassle of
irregular shapes & inconsistent sizes which
occur in nature. Installation is easier & faster.

Quarry as Edger

Quarry makes attractive edging. It
can be installed horizontally, as shown in this
photo, or vertically with 4” buried for stability and 4” above ground. Each Quarry Stone
edger covers 1.33 linear feet. A nice feature
about this edging is that 90° corners can be
accomplished without cutting block or buying
special corner pieces. Quarry is a nice change
from conventional edging stones.

Quarry as Patio

Concrete pavers gain in popularity annually. More and more people are switching
from poured concrete patios and driveways or
wooden decks to the attractive, durable, maintenance-free paving stones. Concrete pavers can “heave” instead of crack like poured
concrete does; the problem is either hardly
noticeable or can be more easily fixed. Wood
decks require annual maintenance and deteriorate anyway.
The Quarry Stone’s rustic beauty
creates a timeless landscape. Because the
Quarry is so versatile, a homeowner can use it
to complete most of their landscape projects.
Many patios are installed above the grade of
the yard and need a retaining wall to raise the
patio to the level of the back step. The Quarry Stone can provide the wall and the patio.
Another popular addition to a patio is a fence
that surrounds. The Quarry Stone can do this
beautifully and is sturdy so as to double as
a sitting wall and will not be damaged, like
wood railing would be, if plants were set on
top. As a paver, the Quarry Stone covers .827
of a square foot, meaning 1.21 blocks make up
one square foot. Please refer to the description of Quarry as a fence or retaining wall for
the square foot coverage for those applications.

Quarry as
Steps

Almost all landscape projects involving
a patio or a retaining wall can be improved
aesthetically and functionally by adding steps.
Quarry Stone builds beautiful steps. They are
very easy to design and install as the blocks
are uniform in their rectangular shape and
they allow enough surface area for footing.
Quarry Stone blends in beautifully next
to pavers and retaining wall alike For lasting
beauty, Quarry Stone steps will benefit from
using exterior-grade construction glue in-between courses when two or more are stacked
on each other.

